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Polyphones
By Amy Skitt
4th

On Thursday
January, Year 5 took part in a Polyphones workshop along with Reception.
The taller pupils were given the bigger polyphones and the smaller pupils played on the
smaller pipes. Depending on the size of the pipe, there was a different sound. We were given
different tunes to play depending on the size. I was on one of the bigger polyphones. We were
put in to pairs, I was with Holly. We made a sound by hitting the pipes with a foam bat.
Once we had learnt our tunes, Mr Clarke (the polyphone teacher) told us to play the
polyphones to the beat to make a song. We practised for quite a while then Reception got to
play the polyphones but they didn‟t have as much time as Year 5.
Niall Thornton from Reception really enjoyed banging on the polyphones because it made a
loud booming sound.
Year 5 played the polyphones in assembly for the rest of the school, which was very exciting.

Treasure Island
By Milly Croft-Cook and Isla Keane
On Wednesday 10th January, Year 2 went to see Treasure Island at the New Vic Theatre. We
had to get to school really early for 8.20am so we could catch the coach. The journey took us
about 1 hour 20 minutes. When we arrived at the theatre we had to go up lots and lots of
steps to get to our seats at the top of the theatre. It was really high up.
We had about 5 minutes to settle down before the lights went down, music played and
Treasure Island began.
At the start of the play the pirates were having a drink at the Admiral Benbow Inn,
discussing how to get treasure. They decided they were going to sail their boats across the sea
to an island where the treasure was. When they saw the big X in the sand they began to dig it
up.
Billy Bones was a pirate from another land but always wanted to be a captain. The pirates
eventually found the X and dug the treasure chest up. They only found a small bag of gold and
a map with diamonds around it. The map was shone on to the stage floor so we could all see
what was on the map. There was a Rainbow River and a gigantic X in the middle of the map.
The pirates wanted more treasure as they were not happy with one small bag of gold, so they
tried where the big X was on the huge map.
While they were looking for the treasure, the pirates‟ friends joined them. There was a pirate
called Long John Silver from another ship, some of the pirates joined him to fight the others.
They fought with swords and guns and Long John Silver won. That was the end of the play.
We enjoyed going to the theatre because some of the play was exciting, some parts were scary
and other bits made us laugh.
We travelled back to school on the coach, had lunch in the classroom, and then we went out
to play where some of us played pirates, it was great fun.

.Kingswood
By Sukeerat Kaur
Week One
We were so excited, the VI children and a chosen friend were going to Kingswood every Thursday
afternoon for 6 weeks. David our group leader came to collect us from school in a minibus. On our
arrival at Kingswood we put our wellies on then went into the woods where David told us some
safety rules, like if you are around the fire, walk carefully and sit in the seating area. There were
also ropes which have been put up around the trees where we have to stop at and not go past the
rope.
We played hide and seek which was great fun, it was a really good woodland game. Then we had a
cup of hot chocolate which was delicious. We said goodbye to David and returned back to school.
Week Two
We went to Kingswood again on the minibus. After getting our wellies on, we followed David
outside to the woods. He told us to go into the woods and to stop at the rope, because only the
adults could go past the rope. We sat around the fire-pit and after David had run through the fire
safety rules, he showed us 3 types of sticks varying in thickness to be able to make a fire.
We were then split into two groups of four and went off to make dens out of branches. After all our
hard work David rewarded us with some warming hot chocolate. We returned to school in
anticipation for next Thursday.
Week Three
Our third week started off in partners and David explained that we would take it in turns to be
blind-folded with the other one guiding them round the trees with the help of the ropes. We had to
go up and down the hills and round the trees. It was fun but a bit scary at times as you had to
totally trust your partner.
We then went into a wooden shelter where we had our hot chocolate, after we had warmed up,
David split us into two groups and we went into the woods to make our own trails which was very
exciting. Then back to school.
Week Four
David came to school as always to take us to Kingswood, after the short journey in the minibus we
arrived at the Kingswood Activity Centre. Having changed into our wellies we went into the woods
where David explained that we needed to build a den, big enough for all of us to fit under.
While we were doing our preparations, David lit the fire. We assembled the den out of tree trunks
and branches. It was really cosy in the den but even cosier by the fire with our hot chocolate. We
chatted about our day‟s activities whist we drank our hot drink and then returned to school.
Week Five
On our arrival at Kingswood we went to sit around the fire-pit where David asked us to collect
three types of sticks. Having completed the task, David put all the sticks on the fire. Then we had
to collect oak tree branches, we peeled the bark off the ends and pushed the peeled end into
marshmallows and rotated them in the fire until they were cooked. We then sandwiched the warm
marshmallows in between biscuits and devoured them. Mmmmmm!
They were so yummy with our hot chocolate. To end the day‟s activities we played a quick game
and then returned to school.
Week Six
It was our last visit to Kingswood, we were very sad but glad we had one more day of activities.
David started off our afternoon by placing two oak branches in a V-shape. Then he placed a big log
in the V and with a saw, cut the log into tiny circles which he called „Cookies‟.
From the unlit fire we got pieces of charcoal and drew on the cookies. Then we made a hole in the
ground, filled it with water to make mud paint and with a stick paintbrush, which we had made by
hammering an oak branch to split the wood. We painted mud faces on trees.
After all the fun activities we sat around the fire-pit, gave David a Thank You card and drank our
warming hot chocolate.
We all enjoyed our time at Kingswood and will miss all the creative activities and David.
Thank you to Kingswood and to David for making us feel so special and for all his hard work.

Lawrence Prestidge Visits Castlecroft
By Holly Hastings and Amy Skitt
On Monday 15th January the author, Lawrence Prestidge visited
our school to talk to us about being an author and his books;
Rolo, Terror at the Sweet Shop and Chester‟s Fairground. Rolo is
based on a character from his nephew‟s favourite TV programme.
He read from his book „Terror at the Sweet Shop‟ it was really
funny!
He is now working on two new books. One of them is about
a girl called Eve who can teleport. We all enjoyed the
assembly and hopefully he may have inspired some of us to
become a writer.
Some of us bought his books which he signed for us with a
personal message to each of us.

The Fife Concert
By Grace Chalstry, Zahra Mahmood and Jasleen Phagura
On Wednesday 17th January, Year 3 and 4 took part in our Fife concert. We had learnt how to
play the fife for 8 weeks. The fife is quite similar to the flute, because you hold it and blow it the
same way. The fife is made out of plastic instead of metal and it has less keys. We then learnt
how to blow across the head joint like you blow across the top of a bottle. It is quite difficult, but
by not blowing too hard and practising a lot, we were able to make a
good sound. Next we learnt how to hold the fife properly.
We learnt a song called „Lickety Split‟. This is a call and response
chant where Mr Kelly (our fife teacher) is the call and we are the
response. The piece uses different dynamics and tempos to add
interest. We then learnt a song called „Changing Channels‟ and it is
one of our favourite songs. This song is about the different things you
see on the TV. We then learnt a piece called
„Reggae GAGA‟. This song uses a combination of the A and G notes.
Our final piece was called „BB Blues‟.

Greek Day
By Josef Koren and Musa Mahmood
Lately Year 6 has been researching Ancient Greece. We have learnt
many topics from pot designs to famous philosophers. Some of the
most interesting things we discovered were the difference between
two main City States: Athens and Sparta. Did you know for
instance, that Spartan babies were left on a cliff, and if they were
strong they would be a strong Spartan warrior?
As part of our topic, on Thursday 18th
January the „Time Zone‟ team came
into school, who helped us learn more
about the ways and cultures in
Ancient Greece.
We also played games from Ancient
Greece, wrote in Greek letters and had
a lively debate as to who should lead
the Greeks into battle – Athens or
Sparta. The day was a fun way of
learning about history.
Thank you Time Zone!

Year 1 Visit to the Theatre
By Sophie Knott
24th

On Wednesday
January Year 1 went to the theatre to see Treasure Island, we went on a coach
to the New Vic Theatre in Newcastle under Lyme. It was very dark when we got there. The pirates
were very funny, they sang and played in a band. I liked the big treasure map on the floor and
also Captain Flint‟s parrot. I liked the end when the gold fell down from the ceiling.
We all had a great time.

Cross Country
By Elliana Rhodes
On Saturday 27th January the Castlecroft Cross Country team went to Tettenhall College to
compete in a cross country relay race.
The girls‟ team consisted of Elliana, Jayda-Shay, Annabel and Poppy in the first team and Mia and
Imogen running half the race. After a competitive performance, we finished in 4th place.
The boys‟ team was Josef, Reece, Thomas Price and Jack in the first team and Logan and Will
running the half race. Their race followed the girls‟ and after a very committed run by a younger
team, they finished the race with great pride but didn‟t manage to finish in a medal position.

Fire Safety
By Jada Richardson
Some Firemen came into Year 4 to tell us about safety with fire. They told us that if there is ever a
fire, only to touch door handles with the back of our hand because the handle will get very hot and
the back of our hand is not as sensitive as the palm of our hand.
If
. there is a lot of smoke in the building you are in, you have to keep low down to avoid the smoke
and not to go back for any pets.
Never leave pots cooking on the cooker, kettles boiling or electric heaters on as they can cause a fire.
If I was ever in a fire the information the firemen told us would be really useful.

Art Week
By Caitlin Elliot and Claudia Hardie
During our Art Week this year, we studied a painting called „A Philosopher
Lecturing of the Orrery‟ by the artist Joseph Wright of Derby. The painting was
painted in 1766, which is a really long time ago. The painting looked very
realistic and interesting to look at; it shows a philosopher giving a lecture to
some adults and children about an orrery, showing the solar system with a
lantern which represented the sun.
Most of the classes studied the solar system and created some really exciting
pieces of art work. Nursery made a large space hanging mobile out of salt
dough, then brightly painted and covered in glitter. Reception made some
rockets at home and created some balloon planets in class. Year 1 made their
very own scratch pictures by colouring a piece of paper with crayons and then
covering it with black paint. With a stretched out paper clip they scratched star
shapes in to the paint which showed the coloured crayon through. Year 2 looked at the old
fashioned clothing and did some weaving. Year 3 focused on the moon with tree silhouettes in
front. Year 4 made galaxy paintings of planets and put them all together to make one big piece of
artwork. Year 5 did some sketching of candles and faces and made splatter pictures. They created
fire painting with chalk and pastels to represent the sun. Year 6 looked at facial expressions and
made wire models and took photographs of themselves, creating Pop-Art montages using various
methods.
We always enjoy Art Week because we love being creative and exploring new art work.

Football Report
Castlecroft v Uplands
By Owen Healy and Thomas Price
Castlecroft‟s football team went to play a match at Uplands School on Tuesday 30 th January. Before
we played the match we formed a circle and practised passing the ball to each other. We decided on
a 4-3 formation with Thomas up front, Owen, Drhu and Marty mid-field. Joe from Year 5 and Joe
from Year 6 plus Will and Ieuan were defenders, with Evan in goal.
The first half got under way; Thomas passed the ball to Owen who lost possession giving Uplands
the chance to score. The half time whistle blew with Uplands beating us by 4-0. Through the break
we had a team talk pointing out our strengths and weaknesses.
In the second half we played a lot stronger, only two goals went in from our opposition but we also
saved two goals from counting. Joe from Year 6 had a chance at scoring but unfortunately missed.
The final whistle went and the score was 6-0 to Uplands.
We tried our best but Uplands were definitely a stronger team, as they seem to practise more as a
team and are a bigger school, so have more choice. Next time we need to play more as a team and
not to hog the ball so much.

Netball Match
By Mia Edwards
31st

On Wednesday
January, Castlecroft Primary School‟s netball team played a match against
Christchurch school.
We were really nervous when the first match started as the team we were playing against had a
professional coach! We could see Christchurch‟s team practising, so to warm up we started off by
shooting in to the opposite goal to where Christchurch was using.
Then Mr Morgan called us over and gave us our position bibs to play in the first quarter.
When the match started we played quite well but sadly, Christchurch managed to get a goal but we
kept our hopes up and carried on playing.
The game carried on with Christchurch scoring 3 more goals followed by Castlecroft finally getting
around the defender and goalkeeper to score a goal.
After three quarters of the match the score was 8-2 to Christchurch and unfortunately in the last
quarter they scored another two goals, making the final score 10-2.
We felt very defeated but lined up behind our captain and congratulated each player by shaking
their hands.

Netball Match
Castlecroft v Bhylls Acre
By Olivia Briody and Amrita Sidhu
On Monday 5th February Castlecroft Primary School Netball team went to Bhylls Acre to play a
match. We were very nervous but also excited. We played the best we could as a team but
unfortunately the match ended with the score of 10-2 to Bhylls Acre, our only goals being scored by
Lydia and Mia.
We hope to improve on our passing skills and teamwork for future matches and hopefully we can
start winning.

Hockey Festival
By Holly Hastings
12th

On Monday
February Ellie-May, Holly, Zoe, Cameron, Owen, Will, Shanell, Lewis, Thomas
Price, Ray, Eve, Evan and Isaac travelled to Aldersley Stadium to play in a Hockey Festival. We
played against different local schools. We split into two groups and each played 2 games. The
referees were very harsh but luckily we were only playing for fun. Each match was 8 minutes long
and we weren‟t keeping score so it was a lot more fun.
Everyone loved playing in the Hockey Festival and enjoyed the friendly atmosphere. Now we will be
more confident when we compete in real tournaments in Year 6.

Mother’s Day Assembly
By Rupert Broxton-Williams and Tommy Chalstrey
On Thursday 8th March Reception put on a Mother‟s Day Assembly for our grown-ups.
We went into the hall every day for a week to practise our songs and our speaking parts.
We practised until we were really good and knew all the songs and our lines.
On the day of the assembly we went into the hall after all the grown-ups had sat down, some of us
were nervous but we were all definitely excited. We were more nervous when the rest of the school
came in to watch us. Esme started our assembly by saying to everyone, “Good morning everyone and
welcome to our class assembly.”
More children said their parts and then we sang our first song, „Mummy, Mummy I love you.‟ We
sang two more songs and more children said their parts.
Finally Lucas said “Hands together, eyes closed.” Heidi and Poppy Elliot said a prayer and Kylan
finished the prayer and assembly by saying “Amen.”
When the assembly was finished the grown-ups and children all clapped very loud which made us
smile a lot. We think the grown-ups; especially the Mums and Nans really liked our assembly
because our singing was lovely and we said some wonderful things about our Mums, because Mums
are really special.

World Book Day
By Annie Thompson
Our original School World Book Day was postponed as the school was closed due to
snow, so we eventually got to dress up on Friday 9th March.
The school looked really colourful with all the different costumes the children were
wearing. I came as a blind person from „The Midnight Gang‟ by David Walliams.
There were also a lot of Gangsta Grannies around the school, but that‟s not
surprising as David Walliams is a very popular children‟s author.
Tino came as an Oompa-Loompa which I found really funny because he was
wearing a great mask. Most of the teachers dressed up, which was a lot of fun to
see. Our teacher, Miss Manning dressed up as Hermione Granger out of the Harry
Potter series, another popular book, especially in our school library.
I really enjoyed dressing up for World Book Day because it was fun to see what
everyone else dressed up as.

My Gymnastics Report
By William Morgan
On Monday the 12th of March some children from Castlecroft Primary School went to St Edmunds
School to compete in a gymnastics competition. Mrs Sturmey who is the gym instructor at our
school tried so hard to get us ready for the competition, she is a legend we couldn‟t have done it
without her.
Routines
We arrived at St Edmunds at 8:50am and started our warm up about 9:15. At 9:20am Stage 1
showed their routine to the judges.
The children at the gymnastics competition started their lunch at 11:45am which ended at 12:15
and that was when Stage 2 should have started presenting their routines but Stage 1 had actually
finished a lot earlier, so the people who were running the competition said “Would Stage 2 like to
perform their routines before lunch?” So we did. After lunch Stage 3 showed their routines to the
judges then the time was about 12:00pm. At 2:45 Stage 4 performed their routines to the judges.
Stage 5 showed the judges their routines at 3:15pm.
Vault
Stage 5 Vault group went to show their jump to one judge, I don‟t know why there were not two
judges, it was very strange, maybe it is because the floor routines are more important than the
vault. At 9:15 Stage 4 went to show the judge their vault. At 10:20am Stage 3 showed their vault
jumps to the judge followed by Stage 1.
Results vault
Stage 3 - Myles Year 4 - Silver
Stage 5 - Charlie Year 6 - Silver
Stage 2 - Priya Year 4 - Bronze
Stage 3 - Tino Year 4 - Bronze
Floor
Stage 5 - Charlie Year 6 - Gold
Stage 1- Dhru Year 6 - Silver

Greek Taverna Day
By Laylee and Sehleen
15th

On Thursday
March we had a Greek Taverna Day at school. All the
classes went in to the hall at different times through the day. First we had to
go through passport control and have a passport stamped before we could try
the Greek food. We tried different types of pitta bread, goats cheese,
tzatziki and salad. There were also some Greek desserts like Greek yogurt
with honey and cinnamon, baklava and Turkish delight. Most children tried the different foods but
we didn‟t all like everything. Mrs Bradbury put on some really lively Greek music and showed us
some Greek dancing, which got harder and harder as the music got faster and faster.
The Greek Taverna Day was a lot of fun as it is always interesting to find out what children in
different countries have to eat.

Cross Country
By Thomas Price
20th

On Tuesday
March our Cross Country team travelled
to Highfields school to compete against 4 other schools.
The girls‟ team which was Betty, Izzabella, Shanell, Lydia,
Poppy, Mia, Elliana, Jayda-Shay, Imogen and Annabel,
raced first and after a very good race they finished in second place. Logan, Tino, Rhys, William, Jack, Thomas, Guven, Charlie, Josef and
Dhru ran for the boys‟ team and we eventually finished in 4 th place.
We all enjoyed taking part and we all ran our best.

Lots of Socks!
By Isla Myatt
On Wednesday 21st March we came to school in odd
socks because it was Down Syndrome Day. We were
trying to help people, like Millie in our class who has
Down Syndrome. It was really fun wearing odd socks to
school because it made a change from wearing our usual
boring school socks.

Sports Relief
By Sidney Dodd
It was Sports Relief on Friday 22nd March and we came to school in
our sports clothes and brought in £1 for the charity.
Each class went into the hall to do some warm up exercises, like
star jumps, bunny hops, hula hooping and jogging on the spot.
After our warm up we went outside and the Year 6 sports leaders
asked us to choose between running, jogging and walking. After we
had decided which group we were going to be in, we all set off to do our mile.
The school walked 460,000 steps which Mr Morgan registered with Sports
Relief. It was a lot of hard work to do the mile, but we did it in the end and it
was a lot of fun and we raised £210 for the children who need our support in
lots of different ways.

Rugby Festival
By Jack Page
Castlecroft Rugby team went to the Wolves Rugby Club on Monday 26 th March to compete in a rugby
festival against other local schools. We travelled in Mr Dyall‟s or Mr Morgan‟s car. The schools were
split in to two groups and we played the teams in our group. Our games went really well as we played
great as a team, we scored a few tries and defended well. We played 6 games and scored 14 tries in
total. Castlecroft came 3rd in the semi-finals, so had to play the school
that came 3rd from the other group. We won the final game, so
overall we finished in 5th place.
We were pleased with our performance at the rugby festival as we played
together as a team and defended well, stopping most tries from our
opposing teams. During the festival we only lost one match, drew one
and won the other games.
I enjoyed playing in the festival because I like playing rugby and it‟s
always a good feeling when our team wins. We all had a lot of fun during
the rugby festival.

Cross Country
By Izzy Croft-Cook
At school six boys and six girls were chosen for the cross country team after being the fastest in
some other races. After school the children who had been chosen went to Aldersley Stadium. First
the girls ran (they ran close together). I came twentieth followed by Elliana, Poppy and then
Lydia. Annabel and Jayda-Shay came in the thirties. This was all very exciting because there
were ONE HUNDRED girls in the race!!! The girls‟ team came in third position overall. Next the
boys ran. Eighty five boys sprinted off and some even fell over in all the commotion! Guven and
Josef came in the top ten, everyone tried their hardest.
Some of us are now going to the Black Country Championships in April to represent
Wolverhampton against Dudley and Walsall.

Hockey Tournament
By Jayda-Shay Rose and Emma Sumner
On the 28th March thirteen Year 6 children went to Aldersley Stadium Leisure Centre to play in an
outdoor hockey tournament. We were split into 2 teams, A and B with both teams playing 3
matches. Each team had a captain, Team A had Miss Rose and Team B‟s captain was Mr Morgan.
In our first match we played against Woodfield Primary School, most of our team had never played
hockey competitively before, so we were a bit nervous. We had practised at school against each
other, but playing against another team was a different matter. The other teams seemed to be more
experienced than us. Even though we lacked experience we still played a good game only loosing 2
goals to nil.
Our second was against Bilston who were much better than us but we were gaining in confidence,
with our teamwork strengthening. We lost 3-0.
We went into our third match with a lot more confidence with us defending well and our team work
gaining in strength. The final score was 1-0 to our opponents but we only needed an extra 30
seconds to equalise as the ball was on its way to back of their net.
The experience was enjoyable even though the weather could have been kinder to us as it rained
heavily for 2 of the games.
We all like playing hockey now and would love to compete in more matches in the future.

Easter Egg Hunt
By Chloe Nicholas
On our last day of school we all went
outside to the playgrounds, field and
sensory garden to look for Easter eggs which
had been hidden for us. After looking in lots
of places I found 3 eggs hidden in really good
hiding places.
Some children even found big crème eggs as
well but there were only 5 of the bigger eggs
hidden so they were hard to find.
I really enjoyed the Easter Egg Hunt because it was so much fun looking for eggs in unusual
places. There were even some up trees!

Chocolate Bingo Fun Night
By Izzy Croft-Cook
The PTA prepared an Easter Bingo Night for everyone to have fun and
win lots and lots of chocolates. At the beginning everyone had a go on the
raffle stall and won chocolates which were big and tasty.
After that, some other stalls opened up like the egg walk,(where you
walked on eggs!)
Soon after, everyone sat down and played bingo, the winners got some
huge chocolates. Once it had finished everyone played Irish bingo
(it was so,so,so much fun, it‟s the opposite to normal bingo!)
So, overall the night went really well and everyone loved it.
At the end the PTA found out that they had raised a grand total of
FIVE HUNDRED and FIFTY pounds!!!
Egg-cellent!!!

